How to navigate assignment from virtual class room
Student can navigate assignments from various locations.
Step #1: Once clicked on "Classwork" link, "Final Assignments" section displayed

Step #2: Click on assignment (Persuasive writing)

Step #3: Click on "view assignment" link
Student needs to add documents through "+ Add or create" option.

Assignment name and instructions are displayed.

Various documents can be created such as docs, slide, Sheets & drownings along with link and attached file option.
A document is added and now student can edit this documents before "Turn in"
Note that as soon as document is added faculty can view assignment, monitor and can provide feedback even though assignment is not submitted in yet.

Once documents are ready, student needs to click on "Turn in" in order to submit the assignment.
Click on "Turn in" again in order to reconfirm your assignment submission.
Assignment is submitted successfully and status is changed to "Turned in" from previous status "Assigned"